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Figure 1: (a) Participant in our simulation, (b) digital writing in VR with self-avatar, (c) coloring in VR without self-avatar, (d) digital
writing in the real world, and (e) writing in the real world using a pen and paper.

ABSTRACT

Virtual reality (VR) experiences currently tend to focus on full body
interactions. However, fine motor control in actions such as writing
and drawing are seldom studied. Challenges include the inability
to perceive fine details due to the low resolution of head mounted
displays, the difficulty in simulating fine motor actions in virtual
environments, tracking instabilities, latency issues, etc. State of the
art VR has managed to address a host of such concerns, supporting a
variety of input mechanisms for activities such as writing, sketching,
immersive modeling, etc. With VR increasingly being applied in
education and medical contexts where writing and note taking is
a crucial, it is important to study how well humans can perform
these tasks in VR. In a between-subjects empirical evaluation, we
studied participants’ fine motor coordination with several digital
input based writing and artistic tasks performed both in virtual and
real world settings, further examining the effects of providing a
virtual self avatar on task performance. We integrated multiple
tracking systems and applied inverse kinematics to animate the
virtual body and simulate hand motions. We went on to compare
how different the outputs of these digital input metaphors are to a
real world pen and paper approach in an effort to ascertain where
we currently stand in being able to support writing and note taking
in virtual world contexts. Overall, it seems to be the case that while
writing and artistic activities can be successfully supported in VR
applications using specialized input devices, the accuracy with which
users perform such tasks is significantly higher in the real world,
highlighting the need for developments that support such fine motor
tasks in VR.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality (VR) as a technology has exploded in recent years with
the increasing availability of affordable display hardware, tracking
and interaction devices. This growth in the popularity of VR has led
to its application to a variety of areas like gaming [17], training [24],
therapy [45], education [7], etc. As a consequence, there seems
to be an increasing prevalence of educational VR applications that
foster learning in medical [42], STEM [35] and other fields. In such
contexts, note taking has been shown to be a highly significant and
integral part of learning [19]. This makes it important for virtual
experiences to afford users the ability to jot down notes, sketch
diagrams, etc. as a part of the interaction paradigm associated with
the medium [12, 37].

While it is possible to facilitate note taking via keyboard based
text entry and illustrations via mouse-based interaction, these inter-
action metaphors cannot be easily integrated into immersive virtual
environments (IVEs) due to challenges in tracking and rendering
associated with these interaction devices, and our ability to con-
vincingly simulate fine motor actions on them [29]. It has also been
shown that users seek and prefer interaction metaphors that resemble
real world scenarios over traditional mouse-based interaction [6, 18].
To address such concerns, natural interaction metaphors have been
proposed for note taking and drawing using tracked stylus and tablet
surfaces to allow users to perform the fine motor task of record-
ing observations in an intuitive manner. This metaphor supports
users drawing upon perceptuo-motor coordination acquired from
real world writing, further providing tactile augmentation between
the tip of the stylus and virtual canvas [7, 15, 37]. Such natural
metaphors have also been shown to promote a greater sense of pres-
ence, enhance educational benefits and improve the efficacy of task
performance in VR [7, 9]. While latency issues between the motor
component and the corresponding content to be rendered on the
virtual canvas have proven to be problematic and detrimental to user
performance in the past [37], contemporary VR systems have man-
aged to overcome these issues with advancements in the technology.
Through high resolution displays, hybrid tracking techniques, high
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frame-rate tracking and rendering, state of the art VR now supports
natural pen based interactions for writing and art-work rather easily,
Google’s Tilt Brush being one such popular example [25].

Handwriting involves complex visual-perceptual-motor process-
ing leveraging perception, motor, and executive functions. These
functions are synchronized and integrated at various levels to pro-
duce a word [11, 39]. It is an inherently bimanual task wherein a
division of labor between the dominant and non-dominant hand is
created, requiring the brain to simultaneously control movements
from both hands [22]. Several studies have examined how to lay
out interface elements to afford unimanual and bimanual division of
labor of fine motor actions [5], some involving writing and drawing
on a digital canvas [8]. As such, while writing is accomplished
primarily by the dominant hand, the non dominant hand may aid in
detecting, analyzing, and integrating visual perceptual information,
such as paper angles or spatial boundaries, relative to dominant hand
movements [22, 46]. Research has underscored the importance of
virtual self-representation via self-avatars in perception-action coor-
dination tasks [27, 31, 34], demonstrating the importance of visual,
kinesthetic and proprioceptive feedback [5,13]. The view of the self-
body serves as an egocentric ruler to perceive and scale the users’
action capabilities and affords better motor control [4, 10]. Self
avatars have also been shown to aid users’ cognitive processes and
reduce mental workload in letter recall tasks performed in VR [41].
Body scaled self-embodiment via self-avatars is becoming com-
monplace in VR simulations, due to an increase in the amount of
affordable tracking hardware, robust processors, and readily acces-
sible inverse kinematics based animation frameworks. Given that
writing, tracing, drawing all require fine dexterous motor control
within the near-field or personal space [20, 43], it is postulated that
the presence of a body-scaled articulated self-avatar may afford
scaling of action capabilities and facilitate better motor control in a
similar manner to real world interactions.

In this work, we empirically evaluated how the fine motor percep-
tual tasks of writing, tracing and coloring are performed in real and
virtual world settings involving digital inputs on a fixed size digital
canvas. We further examined how the affordance of a body scaled
self-avatar affects the performance of writing and art activities in the
virtual world. We also discuss how these digital input interaction
metaphors differ from a traditional pen and paper paradigm, analyz-
ing the outputs using objective image processing techniques as well
as subjective similarity assessments.

2 RELATED WORK

There have been several studies that have looked into perceptuo-
motor coupled behaviors involved in writing and drawing in the real
world. Handwriting is considered to be a highly specialized motor
task. Thomassen and van Galen have pointed out that fluent, cursive
handwriting is a fine distal task using the most delicate muscles of
the hand and fingers, the required precision for which is accurately
developed much later than locomotion, reaching and grasping [43].
It is a specialized motor task that requires coordination of form
production and accurate spatial judgment, utilizing stored motor
knowledge and accurate ordering, spacing and lineation. Gowen
et al. examined eye-hand coordination in tracing and drawing of
abstract objects in the real world [20]. They found that during
tracing, the pen tip and eye were tightly coupled, with participants
making a series of small saccades just in front of the moving pen.
During drawing, they found that saccades were fewer and larger and
that pursuit was less frequent. Guiard presented a kinematic chain as
a model for human intermanual division of labor in skilled activities
such as drawing and drafting [22]. The model postulates that the
two end effectors represent two manual motors that cooperate with
one another, where the non-dominant hand serves as a reference
in fine motor tasks for the dominant hand. Motions produced by
the dominant hand tend to articulate with motions produced by the

non-dominant hand.
The literature with respect to digital writing features contributions

ranging from virtual typing, effects of virtual reality viewing in
perception-action coordination, to interaction metaphors for typing,
sketching and drawing in 3D space. The earliest work with respect
to writing in virtual worlds, conducted by Poupyrev et al., presented
a virtual notepad that supported two handed interaction with tactile
augmentation, resulting in a highly intuitive tablet-stylus interaction
writing paradigm in VR [37]. It was found that while this interaction
metaphor leveraged experience of real world writing, meeting users’
expectations was challenging due to technical issues with the latency
in visualizing writing output on the digital canvas. Research has
also examined the benefits of using a pen and touch mechanism for
bimanual input on horizontal interfaces, where it was found that
users were faster and committed fewer errors using the pen and
touch input as compared to either touch only or pen only inputs [6].
More recently, Pham and Stuerzlinger compared the use of a 3D pen
(stylus) to the virtual controller for selection of targets in VR and
found that the pen outperformed the controller in fine motor target
selection [36]. This result suggests that a virtual pen might be better
suited for the fine motor task of writing or drawing than a controller.

A number of works have looked into the importance of providing
self representations for tasks requiring fine motor control actions.
Grubert et al. examined the effects of typing between no hand, ani-
mated hand, fingertip visualization, and a video view of typing in
real world on typing performance in VR [21]. Although they found
no difference on text entry speed, but found that errors were signifi-
cantly lower in the fingertip visualization and video integration of
real world typing, as compared to the no hand and animated hand
condition [21]. They noted that the fidelity of tracking of partici-
pants’ hands in the fine motor action of typing may be responsible
for the poor performance in VR, as compared to the fingertip visual-
ization and video inlay conditions. When performing fine motor pick
and place tasks, Argelaguet et al. found that the sense of agency was
less in the virtual hand representation that rendered in an abstract
manner, but the sense of body ownership was greater in the virtual
hand representation that was most realistic [1]. Furthermore the au-
thors of [38] highlighted the importance of gender matching avatars
in promoting a sense of agency in fine motor tasks performed in
virtual worlds. When it comes to bimanual fine motor tasks such as
mechanical skills and surgical training, virtual reality based training
has been shown to improve psychomotor skills learning as compared
to traditional learning methods in the presence of self avatars [5, 26].

A number of works have investigated drawing and sketching in
extended reality (XR) environments. The authors of [44], conceptu-
alized a bimanual input technique for AR modeling that combines
a standard smartphone with a 3D-printed pen used for modeling
objects mid-air. It was found that users prefer casting a ray through
the pen tip for the selection and translation of objects. This work
involved tasks based on the pen being used for mid air selection
and translation and didn’t comprehensively probe into evaluating
how well the conceptualized interaction metaphor fared on drawing
or sketching performance. With respect to the drawing process,
dynamic elements such as the order of compilation, speed, length,
and pressure of strokes are considered important as they may re-
veal the technique and process of the artist in question. Research
by Fernenado et al. suggests that sensing, visualizing and sharing
these aspects of the creative process could help shape art making
and viewing experiences [16]. Other researchers have explored the
immersive 3D modeling paradigm analyzing the behaviours of users
with different spatial abilities while drawing in VR, finding that
spatial abilities affect the shape of the drawings but not the precision
of lines [3]. While the majority of the work that has looked into
immersive modeling has focused on mid air based modeling and
sketching, there have been some investigations that adopt a more
real world like sketching scenario. Work on this front has compared
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traditional sketching on a physical surface to sketching in VR, with
and without a physical surface to rest the stylus on, finding that the
lack of a physical drawing surface is a major cause of inaccuracies
in VR drawing [2].

In summary, we found that there is little or no research that
compares and contrasts perceptual-motor task performance in writ-
ing and art activities such as handwriting, sketching, coloring and
tracing in VR and RW experiences, let alone examining how the
affordance of self avatar representations affect the performance of
such activities in contemporary VR experiences.

3 STUDY DESIGN

Towards empirically evaluating how fine motor perceptual tasks like
writing, tracing and coloring are performed in real and virtual world
settings involving digital inputs, and further examining how the
affordance of a body scaled self-avatar affects the performance of
these activities in the virtual world, we conducted a between subjects
study with three cell block conditions, each involving participants
performing the fine motor perceptual tasks described in section
5.3. The conditions featured the manipulations of interest and we
refer to them as VREI: VR with an embodied self-avatar, VRI: VR
without self-avatar, and RWI: real world digital writing. The VREI
and the VRI conditions involved VR as a medium to perform the
tasks whereas the RWI condition involved participants performing
the tasks on tablet in the real world. These three conditions hence
featured digital inputs. In the VREI condition, participants were
afforded a gender-matched, body-scaled self avatar in the virtual
environment and hence had to perform the tasks in the presence of a
self avatar. In contrast, the VRI condition did not feature a self avatar
and involved participants performing the tasks without a self avatar.
The study consisted of two sessions, the first of which involved
participants experiencing one of the three digital input conditions.
The second session involved participants performing the same tasks
in a real world pen and paper scenario which we call PAPER. The
second session was conducted after the completion of the first session
and it was ensured that participants did not feel fatigued or cybersick
before they could proceed to engage in the second session. The size
and location of the paper matched those of the virtual canvas used in
the VR conditions to ensure consistency between conditions. The
pen and paper paradigm serves as a benchmark against which the
digital interfaces can be evaluated.

3.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses
In this work, we investigated the following research questions:

1. To what extent can users perceive and coordinate their actions
in the process of writing, tracing and coloring in IVEs as
compared digital input in the real world?

2. How does the affordance of self-avatars affect users’ perfor-
mance in writing, tracing and coloring in IVEs?

3. To what extent is participants’ performance in digital writing,
tracing and coloring tasks, similar to a traditional pen and
paper based paradigm?

Our hypotheses were as follows:

• H1 - Participants’ performance will be less erroneous in real
world digital input than in immersive virtual environments.

• H2 - Participants’ performance in immersive virtual environ-
ments will be less erroneous in the presence of a co-located
self-avatar as compared to using a stylus only input.

• H3 - Participants’ performance in the paper and pen session
will be similar to that of the real world digital input, but differ-
ent than the performance in the immersive virtual environment.

Figure 2: Body and finger proportion measurements used for calibra-
tion of self-avatar.

4 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

4.1 VR and RW Systems
To support handwritten digital inputs for the tasks, we built an in-
terface using the Unity3D engine. This interface was used both in
the real world and VR to ensure consistency between conditions fea-
turing digital inputs. On top of this, we built a virtual scene for the
VR conditions of this study (VRI and VREI) in which participants
performed the tasks using the aforementioned interface. This inter-
face was deployed on an IPad Pro (10.5-inch screen) for the RWI
condition and leveraged the Apple pencil as a stylus. The interface
presented participants with the tasks one after another, recording
strokes and logging data on the time spent by the participants to
accomplish each task. For the PAPER paradigm, we printed each
task on a paper and these were presented to the participants. Upon
completion, these papers were digitally scanned to compare against
the other conditions. The time spent for the tasks in PAPER session
was manually recorded. Given that the experiment featured both
digital and traditional mediums (i.e. PAPER), a meaningful analysis
required that we measure the errors in the physical coordinate system
(pixel area error) to analyze these results in a vigorous, objective
fashion. Apropos this, the writing space in all the conditions was set
to 25.3×15.8 cm; and the stylus nib was set to 0.05 cm wide.

To provide haptic feedback for participants in the VR conditions,
we set up a desk and a chair in the real world, placing a Wacom tablet
on the desk. Participants were seated on the chair and could perform
the tasks using the Wacom stylus. The physical desk, chair, and
tablet were tracked using HTC Vive tackers, ensuring the positional
and orientational co-location in the real world and VR. In addition
to this, we tracked participants’ upper body using HTC Vive puck
trackers (see figure 3), using this to render a gender-matched, body-
scaled self avatar for the VREI condition. This also allowed us to
track their movements throughout the experiment. A dynamic virtual
rendering of the Wacom stylus was achieved using a combination
of two systems. The magnetic sensors on the tablet allowed for the
detection of position and orientation of the stylus; and the system
that tracked the hands and wrist was used in conjunction to virtually
render the stylus. In the VRI condition, there was no self avatar and
the virtual stylus alone was rendered. Participants were equipped
with the trackers in all conditions to ensure consistency between
conditions. The only difference between the two VR conditions
was the presence and absence of a self-avatar. This setting allowed
us to specifically evaluate the effects of embodied interaction in
VR, further allowing for the comparison of these fine motor actions
against real world settings.

4.2 Body Tracking and Gesture Animation
Prior to the experiment, we measured the body proportions of each
participant and adjusted the self-avatar properties including the size,
scale and location of the hands and fingers based on these mea-
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Figure 3: (Left) Participants equipped with HTC Vive controllers and
trackers.(Top right) Controller strapped to arm and used in conjunc-
tion with inverse kinematics model to determine elbow joint posi-
tion.(Bottom right) Plastic finger cushion on stylus for resting thumb.

sured proportions. Figure 2 depicts the joints that were used as
measurement references. We attached the HTC Vive controllers to
the participants’ forearms using straps, attaching trackers on their
shoulders (Figure 3), using these along with the coordinates of the
head mounted display to accurately reconstruct the pose of the upper
body. We set the positions and the orientations of the key joints as
constraints and applied inverse kinematics to determine the remain-
ing joint positions.

Tracking gestures is a challenging task. Although there have been
many computer vision techniques proposed to solve this problem,
they all assume that users’ hands are not in contact. When partic-
ipants are holding a stylus, tracked gestures can be easily wrong
and unstable. We hence manually created a personalized stylus-
holding grip for each subject’s dominant hand based on how they
held the stylus. To achieve this, participants held the stylus with
their dominant hand based on which a self avatar was calibrated. We
measured the relative positions from the stylus nib to the second
knuckle of participants’ thumbs and index fingers, and then applied
the positions to fine tune the self-avatar’s finger positions. These
relative positions helped in animating participants’ dominant hands
for which we first detected the pen nib’s position using the Wacom
tablet’s tracking system, then back tracked the knuckles’ positions,
followed by applying the corresponding computed positions to an-
imate the dominant hand using inverse kinematics. This strategy
not only achieved a natural writing animation but also reduced the
stylus-hand intersections without additional collision detection. In
addition, we stuck a plastic finger cushion on the stylus, as illus-
trated in Figure 3 to further help the participants position their thumb
and index finger on the stylus. Thus, without having to remove the
HMD, participants could stick to their grip via passive haptic feed-
back received as a result of the cushion on the stylus tip. For the
non-dominant hand, we modeled a flat palm gesture, which matched
participants’ non-dominant hands. The end result was that the mod-
eled and animated self-avatar with the dominant and non-dominant
hands matched the participants’ hand poses, making for a highly
realistic ‘writing in VR’ experience.

4.3 Stylus Tracking

We tracked the stylus using two different systems. When the stylus
is close to the tablet (i.e., within 1.5 cm), its position and orientation
can simply be detected from the Wacom system’s electromagnetic
sensors. The Wacom tablet has a robust 6DoF tracking of the sty-
lus nib when close to the tablet, and can track the nib’s pose and
force upon contact with the surface. This allows for high precision
tracking that befits situations involving fine motor interactions as-
sociated with writing and art in VR. When the stylus was relatively
further away from the tablet, we used participants’ tracked wrists to
compute where the stylus was and render it accordingly. We seam-
lessly transitioned between these two systems, making for a realistic

rendering of the stylus throughout the course of the simulation.

5 EXPERIMENT

5.1 Participants
We recruited a total 45 participants for this Institution Review Board
(IRB) approved study using advertisements on social media. Their
ages ranged from 21 to 40 (M=24.18, SD=3.34). All participants
had normal or corrected to 20/20 vision. To reduce interpersonal
differences, we recruited only right-handed users. Participants with
less than 6 hours of sleep prior to the experiment were excluded
from taking part in the study. Any individuals that indicated feelings
of fatigue and body pain were also excluded. After exclusion, we
still had a total of 45 participants, 23 of which were female, the
remaining, male (22).

5.2 Procedure
Upon arrival at the laboratory, participants were greeted and asked
to read and sign a consent form (informed consent). After hav-
ing consented to participate in the study, participants filled out a
demographics questionnaire that included information about their
backgrounds and experience with VR, 3D movies and video games.
On completing these surveys, participants were briefed about the
experiment and were randomly assigned to one of the three con-
ditions with digital input (VREI, VRI and RWI). Following this,
participants’ body segment proportions were measured as illustrated
in Figure 2, and used to calibrate a personalized body-scaled, gender
matched self-avatar for participants in the VREI condition. Partic-
ipants then held the stylus based on which their personalized grip
of the pen was calibrated (See Section 4.2). This was performed
even for participants in the VRI condition to ensure the accurate
rendering of the stylus in the virtual world. Participants in the VR
conditions underwent a body-ownership acclimation phase in which
they stood against a mirror in the virtual world. Even though the VRI
condition did not feature a self avatar, the mirror allowed for partic-
ipants to acclimate to the tracked stylus’ movements. Participants
that were given self avatars performed egocentric and exocentric
pointing tasks wherein they touched their arms, bodies and faces
several times to acclimate to the self avatar, and pointed to different
objects in the virtual scene. The virtual environment featured several
objects such as a big mirror, a clock, a plant, etc., allowing for an
immersive experience. To ensure visibility in the scene, participants
were asked to report the time displayed on the clock. Following
this, participants performed the writing and art (tracing and color-
ing) tasks the details of which are described in Section 5.3. The
order of the tasks were randomized. Participants were allowed to
take a break whenever they felt fatigued. Upon completion of the
tasks, participants filled out the IBM System Usability Question-
naire [30], NASA TLX Questionnaire [23] and the SUS presence
questionnaire [40]. A similar procedure was adopted for participants
in the RWI condition except that they were not immersed in VR. All
participants had to finally perform these tasks using a traditional pen
and paper matching the canvas size, position, and stylus geometry of
the conditions involving digital inputs, thus constituting the PAPER
condition of the study. Lastly, all participants engaged in semi struc-
tured interviews that gave us feedback about their preferences and
perceptions of the experience as a whole. On average, the study took
an hour to complete (no significant differences between conditions).

5.3 Tasks
We designed multiple tasks-2 writing, 1 tracing, and 1 coloring
task. These tasks were chosen because they leverage high degrees
of perception-action coordination, while being representative of
real world educational settings. The tasks required participants
to perceive the location of the canvas, their virtual end effectors,
the location of the stylus nib in creating digital writing and art.
Participants had to perform all tasks regardless of the condition they
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T1 T2

T3 T4

Figure 4: (T1 and T2) writing tasks; (T3 and T4)tracing and coloring
tasks respectively.

were assigned to. To compare their perceptuo-motor capabilities
against a real world scenario with pen and paper, we intentionally
avoided provisioning the ‘undo’ and ‘erase’ functions. For every
task, participants were provided with a practice trial before the
testing trials commenced. The practice trial performance was not
analyzed. We describe the details of each task in this section. See
Figure 4.

T1 - Writing within boundary: Participants were shown a sen-
tence on the top of the writing area, and were asked to rewrite
the sentence in a bounding area specified by two horizontal lines.
There were a total of 5 sentences that had to be written under 3
different height constraints. This made a total of 15 sentences, the
order of which was randomized. Participants had to fulfil the height
constraint of writing within the two horizontal lines and could use
additional lines if they ran out of space

T2 - Writing without boundary: This task in general was very
similar to the first. However, the height constraint was indicated by
a vertical bar on the left rather than two horizontal lines. Therefore,
the participants had to imagine the area by themselves when writing,
thus requiring higher perceptuo-motor coordination.

T3 - Tracing: Users were shown a black contour image in the
middle of the drawing area and were asked to trace the image.
There were 5 images in the task (Fish, Kawaii, Turtle, Umbrella and
House), the order of which was randomized. They were instructed
to trace all the contours as precisely as they could, avoiding white
areas.

T4 - Coloring: Participants were shown a colored reference
image on the left and a contour image on the right, respectively. They
were asked to color the image on the right and make it resemble
the reference image to the highest degree possible. A total of 5
images was used in this task (mushroom, car, elephant, dragonfly
and flower), the order of which was randomized. Notice that colors
required in different regions are quite distinct. This design choice
reduced the probability of selecting wrong colors.

5.4 Results

The quantitative data gathered from the objective and subjective
variables were analyzed using a mixed model repeated measures,
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) analysis. The between-subjects in-
dependent factor was the conditions featuring digital inputs (RWI,
VRI, VREI). The within-subjects repeated measures variable was the
sub-tasks within a category of tasks such as writing within a bound-
ary of 1.5cm, 1.25cm and 1.0 cm, as well as the digital input and the
real world paper and pen based writing and drawing that participants
completed in two within-subjects sessions of our experiment. Where
possible, we have objectively and subjectively analyzed the partici-
pants’ performance in the virtual and real world digital writing and
drawing in a between-subjects manner, and compared the digital

input with the real world paper and pen based writing and drawing
in a repeated measures manner.

On all quantitative data, parametric ANOVA analyses were con-
ducted on the data after carefully verifying that the underlying as-
sumptions were met – namely the data in the samples were normally
distributed and error variance between samples were equivalent. We
ensured that Box’s test of equality of covariance matrix was not
significant. Levene’s test was conducted to verify homogeneity of
variance, and Mauchly’s test of sphericity was conducted to ensure
that the error variance in groups of samples was equivalent. Pair-
wise post-hoc tests between levels of the between-subjects variables
was conducted using Tukey’s HSD analysis, and between levels of
the within-subjects variables was conducted using the Bonferroni
adjusted alpha method.

5.4.1 Writing Task - Within Boundary

Pixel Area: The number of pixels of error that exceeded the double
line boundary of writing was converted to total pixel error area
(mm2) and subsequently analyzed between the conditions of real
and virtual world digital input, and compared against pen and paper
based writing, across trials involving 1.5, 1.25 and 1.0 cm line widths.
The mean error area across trials of writing within the boundary were
analyzed using a 3 (conditions – RWI vs. VRI vs. VREI) × 3 (line
width – 1.5 vs. 1.25 vs. 1.0cm) × 2 (digital input vs. pen and paper)
mixed model ANOVA analysis. The ANOVA analysis revealed a
significant main effect of line width on mean pixel error area, F(2,
84) = 8.74, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.17. The mean pixel error area in line
width 1.50cm trials (M = 0.023, SD = 0.058) was significantly lower
than in 1.25cm (M = 0.068, SD = 0.16) p = 0.042, and 1.00cm (M
= 0.112, SD = 0.21) trials p < 0.001. No other main or interaction
effects were found.

5.4.2 Writing Task - Without Boundary

Pixel Area: The number of pixels in digital writing that exceeded
the width of the reference bar was converted to an error pixel area
and was subsequently analyzed between the conditions of real world
and VR digital input, and compared against pen and paper based
writing, across trials involving 1.5, 1.25 and 1.0 cm bar widths. The
mean error pixel area (mm2) across trials of writing without the
boundary line were analyzed using a 3 (conditions) × 3 (bar width
- 1.5 vs. 1.25 vs. 1.0cm) × 2 (digital input vs. pen and paper)
mixed model ANOVA analysis. The ANOVA analysis revealed a
significant main effect of reference bar width on mean error pixel
area, F(2, 84) = 45.77, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.52. Overall, the mean
error pixel area were significantly lower in the bar width 1.50cm
trials (M = 2.41, SD = 3.6), as compared to bar width 1.25cm (M =
4.27, SD = 5.58) p < 0.001, and 1.0cm (M = 7.10, SD = 8.12) trials
p < 0.001. Additionally, mean error pixel area were significantly
lower in bar width 1.25cm trials as compared to bar width 1.0cm
trials p < 0.001. No other significant main or interaction effects
were found.

Subjective Rating of Participants’ Writing Quality: We re-
cruited four human raters who were blinded to the conditions to
rate on a scale of 1 (least similar) through 10 (most similar), the
participants’ writing quality in each of the digital input session
(RWI, VRI and VREI) to that of the same participants’ paper and
pen output in the real-world baseline writing session. The human
raters provided similarity scores of writing in both the writing within
boundary as well as the writing without boundary trials, in line or
bar widths of 1.50, 1.25 and 1.00 cms in all conditions. In each
type of trial (writing within boundary or writing without boundary),
the subjective rating scores were analyzed by a 3 (trial type) × 3
(condition-RWI, VRI or VREI) repeated measures mixed model
ANOVA. The ANOVA analysis of the participants’ scores in writing
within boundary did not reveal any significant effects.
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Figure 5: Mean subjective similarity scores of participants’ writing
without boundary between digital input and paper and pen session.

However, the ANOVA analysis of participants’ writing without
boundary revealed a significant condition by bar width interaction
effect on subjective rating scores, F(4, 84) = 2.83, p = 0.030, η2

= 0.12 (Figure 5). The Intraclass Correlations (ICC) of interrater
reliability was ICC(2,4)=0.72. Post-hoc pairwise analysis revealed
that in the writing without boundary in 1.00cm bar width trials,
participants’ similarity scores in VRI condition (M = 6.7, SD = 0.59)
was significantly higher than participants in the VREI condition
(M = 6.04, SD = 0.88) with that of their real world pen and paper
writing, p = 0.044.

5.4.3 Tracing Task
In a manner similar to the writing tasks, the canvas resolution and
drawing line pixel width were standardized across the conditions
and sessions of the experiment, so that a reliable and meaningful
comparison of error in performance can be generated objectively.
Carefully designed and implemented image processing algorithms
extracted the number of error pixels traced on the contour of the
figures outlines, and from that the perpendicular error pixel dis-
tance from the figure contour was computed and as an objective
performance variable. These were subjected to a 3 (Conditions) × 5
(Objects) × 2 (Sessions) mixed model repeated measures Analysis
of Variance (ANOVA) analysis, after the underlying assumptions of
the parametric test were verified.

Error Distance: The ANOVA analysis on the mean error dis-
tance in the tracing task revealed a significant main effect of object
F(4, 160) = 29.33, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.42, a significantly main effect
of condition F(2, 40) = 6.93, p = 0.003, η2 = 0.26, a significant
main effect of session F(1, 160) = 27.68, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.41, a
significant session by condition interaction F(2, 160) = 18.79, p <
0.001, η2 = 0.48, a significant objects by session interaction F(4,
160) = 4.067, p = 0.004, η2 = 0.092, and a significant objects by
session by condition 3-way interaction effect F(8, 160) = 2.05, p =
0.04, η2 = 0.093. Among the interaction effects, we focus on the
session by condition interaction in post-hoc analysis as the interac-
tion involving condition is the most interesting to our study, also
having the relatively highest effect size (Figure 6).

Post-hoc pairwise analysis using Bonferroni method revealed no
significant difference in the mean error distance in the RWI condition
between the digital input and real world pen and paper condition.
However, in the VRI condition mean error distance was significantly
higher in the digital input session (M = 3.56, SD = 0.70) as compared
to the pen and paper session (M = 3.13, SD = 0.28), p = 0.008. Also
in the VREI condition mean error distance was significantly higher
in the digital input session (M=3.8, SD=0.56) as compared to the
pen and paper session (M = 3.12, SD = 0.28), p < 0.001. Post-hoc
Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparisons did not reveal any significant
differences between RWI, VRI and VREI on mean error distance in
the pen and paper session tracing performance. However, Tukey’s

Figure 6: Mean error distance in session by condition interaction.

Table 1: Post-hoc comparisons on subjective similarity scores for the
tracing task in the digital input conditions. note: * denotes p <.05, **
denotes p <.01 ,*** denotes p <.001

Fish Kawaii
Means SD Means SD

VREI 6.33 1.35 6.05 1.11
VRI 6.33 1.35 6.3 1.46
RWI 7.5 0.85 7.73 0.70
Bonferroni RWI > VRI** RWI > VRI**

VREI** VREI**

HSD pairwise comparisons revealed that the mean tracing error
distance in the digital input session was significantly higher in VRI
(M = 3.56, SD = 0.65) as compared to RWI (M = 2.93, SD = 0.29)
condition p = 0.005, and significantly higher in VREI (M = 3.82, SD
= 0.47) as compared to RWI condition p < 0.001.

Subjective Similarity Rating of Tracing: Similar to the subjec-
tive similarity score generation in the writing task, four human raters
provided similarity scores of tracing quality between the real world
session and the digital input session for each of the objects that
varied in complexity in all conditions. The Intraclass Correlations
(ICC) of interrater reliability was ICC(2,4)=0.68. The subjective
rating scores were analyzed by a 5 objects × 3 (condition) repeated
measures mixed model ANOVA. The analysis revealed a significant
main effect of objects F(4, 168) = 4.40, p = 0.002, η2 = 0.095, a
significant main effect of condition F(2, 42) = 17.87, p < 0.001, η2

= 0.46, and a significant objects by condition interaction effect F(8,
168) = 2.43, p = 0.016, η2 = 0.11 (Figure 7). Overall, subjective sim-
ilarity scores for RWI were the highest, followed by VRI and were
the lowest in the VREI conditions. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
using Tukey’s HSD analyses were conducted on subjective similarity
scores on the tracing task and some of the significant differences are
summarized in table 1

5.4.4 Coloring Task
Digital image processing techniques were used to detect the number
of color pixels incorrectly placed outside the region, or missing

Table 2: Post-hoc comparisons on pixel error area for coloring task in
the digital input conditions. note: * denotes p <.05, ** denotes p <.01
,*** denotes p <.001

Mushroom Elephant Flower
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

VREI 12.68 10.58 30.15 27.0 17.22 10.96
VRI 12.38 11.98 27.05 24.72 13.09 11.96
RWI 2.95 3.75 5.62 6.56 2.61 2.73
Tukey’s HSD RWI < VRI* RWI < VRI* RWI < VRI**

VREI* VREI** VREI***
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Figure 7: Mean subjective similarity scores of tracing task perfor-
mance between digital input conditions by objects interaction.

Figure 8: Mean error area of coloring task for condition by objects
interaction.

pixels of color within a region. The total number of error pixels per
image was converted to the total pixel error area and proportion of
total pixels in an image that are colored in error, as objective metrics.
Due to technical challenges, we were unable to extract objective
error metrics of the participants’ coloring performance in the scanned
digital images of the pen and paper session. In the objective metrics
measured, we statistically compared the error scores in a 5 (object
colored) × 3 (condition) ANOVA analysis, ensuring that all the
assumptions of the parametric ANOVA analysis were met.

Error Area: The ANOVA analysis on the mean error area (mm2)
of coloring pixels revealed a significant main effect of objects F(4,
168) = 16.68, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.28, a significant main effect of
condition F(2, 42) = 6.31, p = 0.004, η2 = 0.23, and a significant
objects by condition interaction effect F(8, 168) = 2.905, p = 0.005,
η2 = 0.12 (Figure 8). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s
HSD analyses were conducted on pixel error area and significant
differences are summarized in table 2.

Subjective Evaluation of Coloring Task: We statistically com-
pared the mean similarity scores of the four ratings, between the
digital input conditions (RWI, VRI and VREI). The Intraclass Cor-
relations (ICC) of interrater reliability was ICC(2,4)=0.71. The
mean coloring similarity scores for five different coloring tasks
(Mushroom, Car, Elephant, Dragon Fly, and Flower) that varied
in complexity of the size, scale and geometric complexity of the
regions to be colored distinctly were compared using a 3 (condition)
× 5 (objects) mixed model ANOVA analysis. The within-subjects
factor was the objects drawn, and the between-subjects factor was
the conditions. The ANOVA analysis on the subjective evaluation
of coloring task revealed a significant main effect of objects F(4,
168) = 4.48, p = 0.002, η2 = 0.096, a significant main effect of
condition F(2, 42) = 9.66, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.31, and a significant
objects by condition interaction effect F(8, 168) = 3.45, p = 0.002,
η2 = 0.14 (Figure 9). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s
HSD analyses were conducted on the subjective similarity scores
and significant differences are summarized in table 3.

Figure 9: Subjective similarity scores of digital coloring in various
conditions with the participants’ paper and pen coloring performance.

Table 3: Post-hoc comparisons on subjective similarity scores for the
coloring task in the digital input conditions. note: * denotes p <.05, **
denotes p <.01 ,*** denotes p <.001

Dragon Fly Elephant Flower
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

VREI 5.78 1.19 5.5 1.54 5.25 0.84
VRI 5.6 1.67 5.13 1.69 5.10 1.53
RWI 7.58 1.60 7.1 1.54 7.98 1.31
Tukey’s HSD RWI > VRI** RWI > VRI** RWI > VRI***

VREI** VREI* VREI***

5.4.5 Workload and other Measures
Amongst all dimensions of workload obtained from the NASA TLX,
the ANOVA analysis for frustration was significant F(2, 44) = 5.59,
p = 0.007. Post-hoc pairwise Tukey HSD comparisons revealed that
mean frustration scores were significantly higher in the VREI condi-
tion (M=5.27, SD=2.40) as compared to VRI (M=2.87, SD=2.2) p
= 0.012 and RWI (M=3.07, SD=1.91) p = 0.023 conditions. Addi-
tionally, there were no significant differences found in the aspects of
presence [40] and system usability [30] between the conditions.

5.4.6 Qualitative Feedback
Users in the VR conditions were highly appreciative of the accuracy
of the rendered stylus, indicating that it felt naturally co-located
with the physical one. Several participants commented that writing
without a boundary required them to frequently look back at the
reference bar, dynamically adjusting their writing positions. Par-
ticipants in the VREI conditions mentioned that their self avatar
representations occluded the canvas, requiring them to move their
heads in order to complete the the tasks successfully. However, this
issue wasn’t raised by participants in the other conditions due to the
absence of a virtual self avatar. Even though the self-avatar hand
in the VREI condition was calibrated to match the proportions of
subjects’ real hands, animation limitations due to inverse kinematics
and other idiosyncrasies may have contributed to the perception of
occlusion. A few users in the VR conditions were unsure if pixels
close to boundaries were colored or had the right color, requiring
them to move their head close to the canvas to confirm the same.

6 DISCUSSION

When participants wrote on the digital canvas under the guidance of
the twin lines, the results showed that they were able to complete the
tasks with the different types of line spacing in a roughly equivalent
manner. Understandably, the mean errors were highest when the
spacing between the lines was small (1.0cm) and lowest when the
spacing was larger (1.5cm). It was also observed that the real world
digital writing condition and the pen and paper paradigm produced
similar performances. The writing task that did not include boundary
lines was designed to be more difficult, requiring one to perceive the
height of the reference bar and accordingly coordinate their writing
motion to satisfy the bar’s height constraint. We were surprised to
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find the same pattern of results in this task as we did in the previous.
Despite the relatively impoverished viewing and motor control of
the VR world, users were able to write in a manner similar to how
they would on pen and paper even when the reference bar was only
1cm tall. When we analyzed the subjective similarity rating of the
participants’ writing between their pen and paper and digital input
sessions, we surprisingly found that the writing was statistically
more similar in the VR condition in the absence of self-embodiment
than in the presence of the same in the writing task T2, deviating
from results obtained by Knierim et. al [28] who found that typists
benefited from seeing their hands in VR. These differences in results
may be attributed to the paradigm of text entry employed in the
virtual world with [28] employing a physical keyboard as opposed
to the hand based writing paradigm employed in this study. We
expected that participants’ writing performance would be better in
the presence of hand and body scaled self-avatars, as they could
scale their actions by using their body as a ruler in a manner similar
to other situations in VR such as reaching [14], locomotion [33],
and perceiving threats [1]. However, with writing, we actually found
objective performance to be similar in the VR and real world digital
input conditions, and similarity with paper and pen writing to be
higher in VR without self-embodiment.

The tracing task required users to perceive and follow curved
contours of very thin lines on a digital canvas. It was found that
both VR conditions were associated with higher errors than the RWI
condition for this task. Surprisingly, users in the VREI condition
produced significantly higher errors than those in VRI condition.
With respect to the subjective similarity ratings, a sort of similar
trend was observed with the ratings in the RWI condition’s output
being most similar to the PAPER session’s output followed by the
VRI and VREI conditions respectively. From these results, it is clear
that for tracing tasks, VR based digital input schemes achieved using
an integrated tablet are not as effective as digital inputs supported
in the real world. More work is needed to investigate why exactly
this is the case. In the coloring task, participants had to perceive the
location, size and scale of the different regions to be colored, filling
those regions with the appropriate colors using the stylus. For all
objects, the errors produced in the VR conditions were significantly
higher than those produced in the RWI condition. This again goes to
show that VR based digital inputs are not as good as digital mediums
used in the real world. Similar to the tracing task, we obtained
results suggesting that digital inputs in the real world achieved using
tablets produce significantly better results than those used in VR
systems, in terms of how similar they are to coloring performed on
pen and paper. Interestingly, in some of the coloring trials, similarity
scores of participants’ coloring performance with their pen and paper
session was higher in VR with self-embodiment than VR without.

While no differences were found between the conditions on as-
pects of presence and system usability, we did find that levels of
frustration was significantly higher in the condition that afforded
users with a self avatar in VR. This is likely due to the occlusion
issues that users alluded to in the interviews. Overall, users pre-
ferred performing the tasks in the real world, probably due to the
hardware and tracking limitations associated with VR. Compared
to medium-field body based interactions such as travel and selec-
tion [32], in which the self-body avatar plays a positive role in the
interaction, the tracking requirement for near-field fine motor control
are much higher [5]. Since users performed tasks involving their
virtual end effectors, it may be that they were able to perceive small
scale inconsistencies between their physical and virtual bodies.

In summary, we found that the first hypothesis was supported in
our study in that participants’ performance in writing, tracing, and
coloring was less erroneous in the real world digital input condition
as compared to the VR conditions. We also found that participants’
performance in the RWI condition was most similar to that of the pen
and paper session with the VR conditions generating mixed results.

In the writing and tracing tasks, the subjective similarity scores were
higher when there was only a stylus as compared to the VR condition
with a self-avatar, but was opposite in the coloring task, partially
supporting hypothesis three. Contrary to our expectations, the VR
condition with the self-avatar generated the highest number of errors
in performance as compared to the VR with stylus only condition,
and thus the second hypothesis was not supported. A limitation
of our study was that the self-avatar hand gestures were generated
using a carefully calibrated inverse kinematic model leveraging the
HTC Vive tracker at the wrist, the hand dimension measurements,
and the stylus’s tracked position which may have been potentially
insufficient. While the hand size, color and shape were carefully
calibrated to match users’ real hands, we do not know to what extent
a higher fidelity self-avatar hand and finger tracked gesture system,
leveraging superior motion capture technologies, could improve
the perception-action coordination involved in writing, tracing and
coloring tasks in VR. It is also worth noting that the styli used in the
different conditions (Wacom and Apple Stylus) are not identical in
properties like shape and weight, possibly influencing these results.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we empirically examined the performance and
perceptual-motor coordination involved in writing and artistic tasks
in the real world and VR. We further evaluated how the affordance of
a body scaled self-avatar affects the performance of these activities
(writing, tracing and coloring) in VR, leveraging inverse kinematics
and other computational schemes to support animations of the self
avatar and its end effectors. We went on to compare how different
the outputs of these digital writing metaphors are to a real world
pen and paper approach in an effort to ascertain where we currently
stand in being able to support writing and art in VR. In a two session
between subjects study, participants first performed tasks in one
of three digital input conditions: 1) VREI: VR with an embodied
self-avatar, VRI: VR without self-avatar, and RWI: real world digital
input on a tablet. In the second session, participants performed the
same tasks on pen and paper. The results of our study showed that in
general, digital input metaphors used in the real world are superior
to a stylus-tablet based digital input metaphor used in VR, producing
lesser errors and better resembling outputs obtained on the traditional
pen and paper paradigm. In terms of writing, participants in the VR
conditions were more or less able to match the performance of those
in the RWI condition, showing promise for developers aiming to use
VR in contexts involving handwriting. Surprisingly, we observed
that the affordance a self avatar did not improve the performance on
these tasks. We supported embodiment and gesture tracking using
an inverse kinematics approach with low cost commodity tracking
hardware. Our results suggest that it may still have been insufficient
to enhance perceptuo-motor coordination as compared to a stylus
only interaction in VR. Further research is needed to investigate
how the presence of a high fidelity self-avatar hands may potentially
enhance handwriting and artwork in VR scenarios.

In future work, we aim to investigate how advanced hand tracking
technologies and high fidelity animation frameworks for self avatars
affect the perceptual motor coordination required for these tasks.
Specifically, we are interested in employing haptic gloves and a
motion capture based animation framework towards investigating if
these tracking and animation techniques affect users’ performances
on the same tasks conducted in this study. Our long term interests
lie in developing novel techniques to improve the efficacy of writing,
art and other fine motor perceptual tasks in VR.
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